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Outline

♦ Introduction: brief motivation for light physics + exp’ frontier.

♦ Bounds (with minimal theory).

♦ Conclusions.

♦ Main idea, pheno. (geometrical picture).
Berengut, Budker, Delaunay, Flambaum, Frugiuele, Fuchs, Grojean, Harnik, Ozeri, GP & Soreq (17)
Frugiuele, Fuchs, GP & Schlaffer; Delaunay, Ozeri, GP & Soreq (16)

See also Graham’s talk.



Introduction

♦ Flavor-mass hierarchies, strong-CP problem, compactifications:    

solid reasons to expect light weakly interacting new fields.

♦ Solutions typically lead to pseudo-scalar couplings to matter, 

axions, familons, etc.; with active exp’ effort. 

♦ However, light gauge bosons; CP violation; relaxions (new solution 

to Higgs-hierarchy problem) => vector/scalar interactions.
Graham, Kaplan & Rajendran (15)

. See e.g.: Kim (87); Feng, Moroi, Murayama & Schnapka (98); Wilczek (82); Gelmini, Nussinov & Yanagida  (83)

Recent reviews: Graham, Irastorza, Lamoreaux, Lindner & Bibber (2015) Jaeckel & Ringwald (10); Kim & Carosi (08)

Some reviews & recent work: Stadnik& Flambaum (16); Karshenboim (05); Ginges & Flambaum (04); Pachucki, Patkóš, Yerokhin (17) Safronova, Budker, Derevianko, DeMille, Clark & Kimbal. in prep.  



Search strategies ?

♦ Interaction \w density: Direct DM (collision) or time dependent.

♦ Produce on shell in the sky (low mass) or in the lab (largish-coupling). 

♦ Virtually (ex. Peskin-Takeuchi) via induced potential/force.

Talk by: Feng; Monzani; Pyle; Schuster; Bibber.                             Talks: Bibber; Graham.

Talks by: Albert; Toro.



Ex.: The relaxion-axion CP problem
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♦ Let us go back to consider the relaxion properties.

V (�)

�

�

µ2(�) = 0

evolution  
ends

The relaxion halt at generic point, \w O(1) phase, CP is badly broken!

♦ Generically failed to play the role of axion => CP problem remains.

♦ Leads to interesting implications such as mixing \w Higgs.

Graham, Kaplan & Rajendran (15)

Flacke, Frugiuele, Fuchs, Gupta & GP (16)
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Illustration: how to search for a relaxion?
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Figure 4. Constraints on the relaxion-Higgs mixing sin2 ✓ for relaxions with m� between 5GeV
and 90GeV from LEP and the LHC: 4-fermion final states from Higgs strahlung at LEP (green,
labelled as LEP hZ); Higgs decays to NP with BR(� ! NP)  20% at the LHC (purple, solid) as
well as a projection for BR(� ! NP)  10% (purple, dashed); explicit searches for h ! �� with
final states 4⌧ (dark blue, dotted, m� < 10GeV, Run 3 projection) and 2µ2b (dark blue, dotted,
m� > 25GeV, Run 3 projection). Contours for ⇤br = 120 GeV (gray, dashed for j = 2; brown,
dashed for j = 1), f = mh and f = 1TeV (black for j = 2, brown for j = 1).

6 Cosmological and astrophysical probes of relaxion-Higgs mixing

As discussed in the previous section, laboratory measurements can probe a significant region

of the relaxion parameter space. However, in the sub-MeV region, before the fifth force

experiments start to gain sensitivity in the sub-eV region, a large portion of the parameter

space is left unconstrained. In this section we show how astrophysical and cosmological

probes can explore part of this region of the parameter space, as shown in Fig. 5, and

also provide relevant bounds if the relaxion mass is in the MeV-GeV range (also shown

in Fig. 3). In order to identify the part of the parameter space most relevant for relaxion

models and to gain an understanding of the theory contours in Fig. 5, we refer the reader

to the discussion at beginning of Sec. 5.
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Figure 2. Constraints on the relaxion-Higgs mixing sin2 ✓ for light relaxions with m� between
10�16 GeV and 10�7 GeV. Fifth-force experiments (orange) probe the lightest mass range via
the equivalence principle (labelled as EqP), the inverse square law (ISqL) and the Casimir e↵ect
(Casimir). Contours of constant ⇤br (gray) for ⇤br = 0.99(⇤br)max

' 104GeV (gray, thick, solid),
⇤br = ⇤⇤

br ' 74GeV and ⇤br/(⇤br)max

= 10�1, 10�2, 10�3 (gray, dashed). Contours of constant
f = M

Pl

, 1016 GeV, 1014 GeV (black, solid), the area of f > M
Pl

is shaded in dark gray. The light
gray region below the dotted gray line corresponds to trans-Planckian field excursions �� > M

Pl

for ⇤ = 5TeV.

5.2 Relaxion masses between the MeV- and the weak scale

Let us now study the region of parameter space where the relaxion mass is above the

electron threshold and thus it can decay into SM fermions. Furthermore, as shown in

Fig. 1(b), in this region the relaxion has a shorter lifetime and can be directly searched for

in laboratory facilities. Let us further distinguish two sub-regions based on the di↵erent

relevant probes. The bounds in the MeV-5GeV mass range are presented in Fig. 3 including

also astrophysical and cosmological constraints which will be discussed in the next section.

Fig. 4 presents the bound in GeV region.

5.2.1 The 1MeV - 5GeV range

This region of the parameter space is well covered by rare K- and B-meson decays at

proton beam dump and flavour experiments. Crucial for both kinds of experiments is

the possibility of producing a relaxion in rare decays of K- and B-mesons. In flavour
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Figure 5. Cosmological and astrophysical bounds on s✓ and m� from 100 eV to 0.3GeV: globular
cluster via coupling to electrons (blue) or coupling to photons (turquoise), supernova 1987a (light
blue), extragalactic background light (EBL, yellow), CMB y-distortion (light green) and µ-distortion
(green), entropy injection �S/S bounded by the baryon-to-photon ratio ⌘B (orange) and by N

e↵

(pink), BBN (red). The light gray band indicates the possible range of s✓ for j = 1, i.e. the
QCD case. The gray lines (from top to bottom) are contours of constant ⇤br = 0.99(⇤br)max

(thick, solid), ⇤⇤
br, 0.01GeV (dashed). The black lines (from left to right) are contours of constant

f = 1010 GeV, 106 GeV (thin) and f = Mh (thick).

n = 3N = 330; as indicated in the figure these values can be easily rescaled for other values

of n or N .

The overview presented in Fig. 6 shows that large areas in the ⇤br � f plane are

already well covered by existing experimental and observational probes, or instance the

high-f region up to M
Pl

is probed by the fifth force experiments, on the other hand the

cosmological, astrophysical, beam dump and collider observables constrain lower values of

f . We see that in the above f ranges, the region with electroweak scale ⇤br is practically

completely ruled out apart from small gaps that still remain. We also show in Fig. 6 how

some of these gaps in parameter space might be covered soon by future experiments such as

SHiP, NA62 and PIXIE. However, the region between f ⇠ 1010GeV and 1014GeV which

corresponds to relaxion masses between 0.1 eV and 1 keV, is currently hardly constrained

by data.

For any f (or m�) value, all the constraints can be evaded for su�ciently small ⇤br

– 36 –

one of the most promising regions for rare K-decay measurements to probe new physics.

For instance the CERN experiment NA62 will improve the present limit on invisible K-

decays by almost an order of magnitude. They expect to see 90 SM signal events and 20

background events in two years [48]. Using only this information about the total rate and

no information about the di↵erential distribution of the SM and background events, we

show a conservative estimate of the 95% CL excluded region in light blue in Fig. 3 where

we have assumed a 10% theoretical error [49]. The gap in the excluded region is again due

to the veto around the charged pion mass, 100MeV . m� . 160MeV [48].

Finally for GeV scale masses we see from Fig. 3 that some regions of the parameter

space are bounded by LEP and LHC searches that we describe in detail in the next section.
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Figure 3. Constraints on the relaxion-Higgs mixing sin2 ✓ for relaxions with m� between MeV and
GeV. The laboratory probes include: proton beam dump experiments (red for CHARM, light red
for the projected sensitivity for SHIP, SeaQuest and NA62 possible run in beam dump mode), K-
meson decays (blue, projection from NA62 in a lighter shade of blue), B-meson decays (turquoise),
LHC search for h ! 4µ (light blue) and LEP (green). Astrophysical and cosmological probes
include the Supernova 1987a (pale violet, labelled as SN), ⌘b (orange) and N

e↵

( pink). Contours
for ⇤br = 0.99(⇤br)max

' 104GeV (gray, thick, solid), ⇤br = 10GeV (gray, dashed), f/GeV =
106, 104, 125 (black, solid) are presented. The vertical light gray line corresponds to the contour
for the relaxion mass at the muon threshold; the yellow contour corresponds to c⌧ = 2 m and the
purple one to ⌧ = 1s.
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Current-near-future constraints
Flacke, Frugiuele, Fuchs, Gupta & GP (16)
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Figure 4. Constraints on the relaxion-Higgs mixing sin2 ✓ for relaxions with m� between 5GeV
and 90GeV from LEP and the LHC: 4-fermion final states from Higgs strahlung at LEP (green,
labelled as LEP hZ); Higgs decays to NP with BR(� ! NP)  20% at the LHC (purple, solid) as
well as a projection for BR(� ! NP)  10% (purple, dashed); explicit searches for h ! �� with
final states 4⌧ (dark blue, dotted, m� < 10GeV, Run 3 projection) and 2µ2b (dark blue, dotted,
m� > 25GeV, Run 3 projection). Contours for ⇤br = 120 GeV (gray, dashed for j = 2; brown,
dashed for j = 1), f = mh and f = 1TeV (black for j = 2, brown for j = 1).

6 Cosmological and astrophysical probes of relaxion-Higgs mixing

As discussed in the previous section, laboratory measurements can probe a significant region

of the relaxion parameter space. However, in the sub-MeV region, before the fifth force

experiments start to gain sensitivity in the sub-eV region, a large portion of the parameter

space is left unconstrained. In this section we show how astrophysical and cosmological

probes can explore part of this region of the parameter space, as shown in Fig. 5, and

also provide relevant bounds if the relaxion mass is in the MeV-GeV range (also shown

in Fig. 3). In order to identify the part of the parameter space most relevant for relaxion

models and to gain an understanding of the theory contours in Fig. 5, we refer the reader

to the discussion at beginning of Sec. 5.
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Figure 2. Constraints on the relaxion-Higgs mixing sin2 ✓ for light relaxions with m� between
10�16 GeV and 10�7 GeV. Fifth-force experiments (orange) probe the lightest mass range via
the equivalence principle (labelled as EqP), the inverse square law (ISqL) and the Casimir e↵ect
(Casimir). Contours of constant ⇤br (gray) for ⇤br = 0.99(⇤br)max

' 104GeV (gray, thick, solid),
⇤br = ⇤⇤

br ' 74GeV and ⇤br/(⇤br)max

= 10�1, 10�2, 10�3 (gray, dashed). Contours of constant
f = M

Pl

, 1016 GeV, 1014 GeV (black, solid), the area of f > M
Pl

is shaded in dark gray. The light
gray region below the dotted gray line corresponds to trans-Planckian field excursions �� > M

Pl

for ⇤ = 5TeV.

5.2 Relaxion masses between the MeV- and the weak scale

Let us now study the region of parameter space where the relaxion mass is above the

electron threshold and thus it can decay into SM fermions. Furthermore, as shown in

Fig. 1(b), in this region the relaxion has a shorter lifetime and can be directly searched for

in laboratory facilities. Let us further distinguish two sub-regions based on the di↵erent

relevant probes. The bounds in the MeV-5GeV mass range are presented in Fig. 3 including

also astrophysical and cosmological constraints which will be discussed in the next section.

Fig. 4 presents the bound in GeV region.

5.2.1 The 1MeV - 5GeV range

This region of the parameter space is well covered by rare K- and B-meson decays at

proton beam dump and flavour experiments. Crucial for both kinds of experiments is

the possibility of producing a relaxion in rare decays of K- and B-mesons. In flavour
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Figure 5. Cosmological and astrophysical bounds on s✓ and m� from 100 eV to 0.3GeV: globular
cluster via coupling to electrons (blue) or coupling to photons (turquoise), supernova 1987a (light
blue), extragalactic background light (EBL, yellow), CMB y-distortion (light green) and µ-distortion
(green), entropy injection �S/S bounded by the baryon-to-photon ratio ⌘B (orange) and by N

e↵

(pink), BBN (red). The light gray band indicates the possible range of s✓ for j = 1, i.e. the
QCD case. The gray lines (from top to bottom) are contours of constant ⇤br = 0.99(⇤br)max

(thick, solid), ⇤⇤
br, 0.01GeV (dashed). The black lines (from left to right) are contours of constant

f = 1010 GeV, 106 GeV (thin) and f = Mh (thick).

n = 3N = 330; as indicated in the figure these values can be easily rescaled for other values

of n or N .

The overview presented in Fig. 6 shows that large areas in the ⇤br � f plane are

already well covered by existing experimental and observational probes, or instance the

high-f region up to M
Pl

is probed by the fifth force experiments, on the other hand the

cosmological, astrophysical, beam dump and collider observables constrain lower values of

f . We see that in the above f ranges, the region with electroweak scale ⇤br is practically

completely ruled out apart from small gaps that still remain. We also show in Fig. 6 how

some of these gaps in parameter space might be covered soon by future experiments such as

SHiP, NA62 and PIXIE. However, the region between f ⇠ 1010GeV and 1014GeV which

corresponds to relaxion masses between 0.1 eV and 1 keV, is currently hardly constrained

by data.

For any f (or m�) value, all the constraints can be evaded for su�ciently small ⇤br
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one of the most promising regions for rare K-decay measurements to probe new physics.

For instance the CERN experiment NA62 will improve the present limit on invisible K-

decays by almost an order of magnitude. They expect to see 90 SM signal events and 20

background events in two years [48]. Using only this information about the total rate and

no information about the di↵erential distribution of the SM and background events, we

show a conservative estimate of the 95% CL excluded region in light blue in Fig. 3 where

we have assumed a 10% theoretical error [49]. The gap in the excluded region is again due

to the veto around the charged pion mass, 100MeV . m� . 160MeV [48].

Finally for GeV scale masses we see from Fig. 3 that some regions of the parameter

space are bounded by LEP and LHC searches that we describe in detail in the next section.
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Figure 3. Constraints on the relaxion-Higgs mixing sin2 ✓ for relaxions with m� between MeV and
GeV. The laboratory probes include: proton beam dump experiments (red for CHARM, light red
for the projected sensitivity for SHIP, SeaQuest and NA62 possible run in beam dump mode), K-
meson decays (blue, projection from NA62 in a lighter shade of blue), B-meson decays (turquoise),
LHC search for h ! 4µ (light blue) and LEP (green). Astrophysical and cosmological probes
include the Supernova 1987a (pale violet, labelled as SN), ⌘b (orange) and N

e↵

( pink). Contours
for ⇤br = 0.99(⇤br)max

' 104GeV (gray, thick, solid), ⇤br = 10GeV (gray, dashed), f/GeV =
106, 104, 125 (black, solid) are presented. The vertical light gray line corresponds to the contour
for the relaxion mass at the muon threshold; the yellow contour corresponds to c⌧ = 2 m and the
purple one to ⌧ = 1s.
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Change gear: the precision frontier of 
atomic clocks spectroscopy

Current state-of-the-art frequency measurements: 
• Optical transitions in laser-cooled atoms/ions  

• Relative accuracy: few 10-18; few mHz on top of 1015 Hz  
Huntemann, Sanner, Lipphardt, Tamm & Peik (16); Bloom, Nicholson, Williams, Campbell, Bishof, Zhang, Zhang, Bromley & Ye (14)  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Ion – neutral comparison
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J.	Ye	group	JILA,	Science,		314,	1430	(2006)	 Ozeri	group	WIS,	NJP,		17,	113060	(2015)	

Neutral Sr bosons in optical lattices Trapped ions

Can we use fantastic precision to bound 
new interactions of above type ?



Main idea & Phenomenology (geometry) of 
Isotope-shifts (ISs) in atomic-clock 

spectroscopy



Basic concept: precision isotope shift spectroscopy 

♦ New forces acts on electron & quarks leads to change of energy levels. 

12

♦ We cannot switch on and off these light Higgs-like couplings. 

+ Lh = h (geēe+ gq q̄q)

♦ Use different isotopes to effectively compare force mass dependence. 

♦ Suppress nuclear effects via 2 transition comparison => King Linearity. 

Delaunay, Ozeri, GP & Soreq (16)

King (1963)

�⌫h ⇠ 102 kHz⇥ gegn
10�10

⇥
✓
1MeV

Mh

◆2

,



1. Two narrow electronic transitions (< 10 Hz possibility) 
with the same nucleus;

2. At least four stable (even) isotopes without nuclear 
spin for three independent IS comparisons.

Consider the following systems

Ca(+), Sr(+), Yb(+)



The observables

♦ We have 3 isotope shifts              for 2 transitions (i=1,2):

2

FIG. 1: Limits on the electron and neutron couplings (yeyn)
of the new boson of mass m� (for the experimental accuracies
�i specified in the labels). Constraint from existing IS data:
Ca+ (397 nm vs. 866 nm [18], solid red line). IS projections
(dashed lines) for Ca+ (S ! D transitions), Sr+, Sr/Sr+,
and Yb+. For comparison, existing constraints from other
experiments (shaded areas): fifth force [19, 20] (dark orange),
(g � 2)e [21, 22] combined with neutron scattering [23–26]
(light blue) or SN1987A [27] (light orange), and from star
cooling in globular clusters [28–30] (orange). The gray line at
17MeV indicates the yeyn values required to accommodate
the Be anomaly [31, 32].

of-the-art experimental precision, and baring cancellation
between the SM and NP contributions, world-record sen-
sitivity in a certain mass range will be achieved.

II. FACTORIZATION OF NUCLEAR AND
ATOMIC EFFECTS IN ISOTOPE SHIFTS

We now discuss the scaling and factorization properties
of IS which we use to probe NP in this work. Consider an
atomic transition, denoted by i, between narrow atomic
states. The di↵erence in the transition frequency ⌫ com-
paring the isotopes A and A0 is the IS,

⌫AA0

i ⌘ ⌫A
i � ⌫A0

i . (1)

At leading order (LO) the IS receives contributions from
two sources, mass shift (MS) and field shift (FS). Mass
shift arises due to a correction to the kinetic energy of
atomic electrons due to the motion of the nucleus. For
independent electrons, this is just replacing me by the
reduced mass but if electrons are correlated, this could
be orders of magnitude larger. Field shift originates from

di↵erent contact interactions between electrons and nu-
clei in isotopes. Putting these two leading contributions
together, the IS can be phenomenologically written as

⌫AA0

i = Ki µAA0 + Fi �hr2iAA0 + . . . , (2)

where the two terms represent MS and FS respec-
tively [16, 33]. We define µAA0 ⌘ m�1

A � m�1

A0 , where
mA and mA0 are the masses of isotopes A and A0.

The quantity �hr2iAA0 is dominated by the di↵erence
in the mean squared charge radii of the two nuclei but
can include other contact interactions. Both µAA0 and
�hr2iAA0 are purely nuclear quantities that do not de-
pend on the electronic transition i. Note, however, that
µAA0 is known with high precision, whereas �hr2iAA0 is
known only to a limited accuracy. The parameters Ki

and Fi are isotope-independent, transition-dependent co-
e�cients of the MS and FS, and their precise values are
unnecessary in the observable we construct. Each term
of Eq. (2) is a product of a purely nuclear quantity and a
purely electronic quantity, resulting in the factorization
of nuclear and electronic dependence. This is known as
LO factorization.

Given two electronic transitions, i = 1, 2, one can elim-
inate the uncertain �hr2iAA0 giving a relation between the
isotope shifts ⌫AA0

1

and ⌫AA0

2

. In terms of the modified
IS1, m⌫AA0

i ⌘ ⌫AA0

i /µAA0 , this relation is,

m⌫AA0

2

=K
21

+F
21

m⌫AA0

1

, (3)

with F
21

⌘ F
2

/F
1

, and K
21

⌘ K
2

� F
21

K
1

.
Equation (3) reveals a linear relation between m⌫

1

and
m⌫

2

, giving rise to a straight line in the so-called King
plot of m⌫

2

vs m⌫
1

[16]. It is important to stress that the
linearity of this equation holds regardless of the precise
values of the Ki and Fi electronic parameters. Testing
linearity necessitates at least three independent isotope
pairs in two transitions, which constitutes a purely data
driven test of LO factorization.

The formulae in our treatment of NP will be simplified
greatly by introducing a geometrical description of LO
factorization. As we will now explain, King linearity is
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between the SM and NP contributions, world-record sen-
sitivity in a certain mass range will be achieved.

II. FACTORIZATION OF NUCLEAR AND
ATOMIC EFFECTS IN ISOTOPE SHIFTS

We now discuss the scaling and factorization properties
of IS which we use to probe NP in this work. Consider an
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shift arises due to a correction to the kinetic energy of
atomic electrons due to the motion of the nucleus. For
independent electrons, this is just replacing me by the
reduced mass but if electrons are correlated, this could
be orders of magnitude larger. Field shift originates from
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can include other contact interactions. Both µAA0 and
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[16]. It is important to stress that the
linearity of this equation holds regardless of the precise
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values of the Ki and Fi electronic parameters. Testing
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The observable: King comparison (1964)

♦ What would be the generic form of                       ?�!m⌫2 vs. �!m⌫1

♦ 3 ISs -                                          : m⌫2 = am⌫21 + bm⌫1 + c

What about existing data ?
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No indication for King-linearity-violation (KLV), down to 100 kHz.

when comparing two different transitions and can be
eliminated in a King plot analysis [28,29] as shown in
Fig. 3 for the two transitions considered here. Each axis
shows the modified isotope shift mδνA;A

0 ¼ δνA;A
0
gA;A

0
,

where gA;A
0 ¼ ð1=mA − 1=mA0Þ−1, for one of the two

transitions. A straight line fit to the three data points
provides linear combinations of the field and mass shift
constants for the two transitions. An important result from
this fit is that there is no evidence for a deviation from a
straight line, confirming that (2) is a good parametrization
of the isotope shift even at the high experimental accuracy
of the measurements presented here.

A comparison of the high resolution results with pre-
vious experimental data based on collinear laser spectros-
copy [10,11] shows systematic deviations, which can be
used to calibrate experimental parameters of this technique.
Following Ref. [12] we performed a three-dimensional
King plot analysis to extract the fitting parameters kMS and
F for the two transitions. Two dimensions are those shown
in Fig. 3. In the third dimension we plot the modified
change in mean-square nuclear charge radius δhr2iA;A0

gA;A
0
,

using the previous values of δhr2i from [30], which are
based on muonic atom spectroscopy and electron scatter-
ing. The three-dimensional King plot constrains the mass
and field-shift constants, and under the assumption that (2)
is correct (i.e., the three data points are connected by a
straight line) can also be used to extract improved values of
δhr2i. To find the parameter estimates and their uncertain-
ties an acceptance-rejection Monte Carlo method was used
to generate samples consistent with the measured values
and associated uncertainties [31]. The measurement dis-
tributions were assumed to be independent uncorrelated
normals. The likelihoods of three randomly generated
points, constrained to be collinear, were used as the
acceptance criterion in the algorithm. The extracted param-
eters are shown in Table II.
The extracted field-shift and mass-shift constants pose a

strong challenge for many-body atomic theory (fourth
column of Table II), where the mass shift in particular
has proven very difficult to calculate even in the “easy” case
of single-valence-electron ions [32,33]. A comparison to
the experimental field and mass shift constants given in
[10,11] proves difficult since the derived uncertainties
depend strongly on the analysis technique and input
parameters for δhr2i. Evaluating the field and mass shift
constant from isotope shifts given in [10,11] using the
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FIG. 3 (color online). Two-dimensional King plot showing the
modified isotope shift of the 866 nm and 397 nm lines. Red
squares, previous experimental data from [10] and [11]; blue
circles, this Letter. The insets show the relevant ranges enlarged
by a factor of approximately 30 to illustrate the quality of the fit.

TABLE II. Parameters of three-dimensional King plot seeded with values of δhr2iA;40 taken from [30]. The units
for the field Fi and mass ki shift constants and the changes in mean square nuclear charge radii δhr2ij;40 are
MHz fm−2, GHz amu, and fm2, respectively. For comparison the second column for the previous data shows results
for the analysis using isotope shift data taken from [10] and [11] analyzed with the methods used in this Letter.

Parameter Previous This work Theory

F397 −283ð6Þa −281ð34Þ −281.8ð7.0Þ −285ð3Þa
−287b

k397 405.1(3.8)a 406.4(2.8) 408.73(40) 359b

427d

F866 79(4)c 80(13) 87.7(2.2) 88a

92b

k866 −1989.8ð4Þc −1990.9ð1.4Þ −1990.05ð13Þ −2207b
−2185d

δhr2i42;40 0.210(7) 0.210(7) 0.2160(49)
δhr2i44;40 0.290(9) 0.290(9) 0.2824(65)
δhr2i48;40 −0.005ð6Þ −0.005ð6Þ −0.0045ð60Þ
aMårtensson-Pendrill et al. [10].
bSafronova and Johnson [32].
cNörtershäuser et al. [11].
dThis work, based on the methods in [33].
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King Linearity in Dy
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King’s law

King’s linear relation between normalized IS:

Dy King plot. Budker et al 1994

How far does linearity hold?

• Even isotopes with I=0: spherically symmetric charge dist.

• Single electron, non- relativistic estimation: at least 10-10 

• Need for many-body relativistic calculation (under way)

m⌫2 = am⌫21 + bm⌫1 + c a is very small!

King-linearity-violation (KLV) seem to be suppressed in variety of systems.



King comparison

♦ Level of linearity can be quantified by comparing area

   of triangle to that of a cube:
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As long as �!m⌫
1,2 are spanned by �!mµ and

����!
m�hr2i, the resulting King plot will be linear. In Fig. S1, we illustrate the

vector space of the various components related to isotope shifts that leads to the nonlinearites. The NP contribution

to IS, ↵
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Xi
~h, may lift the IS vectors from the (�!mµ,
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m�hr2i) plane, resulting in a nonlinear King plot. Fig. S2
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FIG. S2: Illustration of nonlinearity in the King plot of the isotope shifts �!m⌫
1,2, as defined in Eq. (4), in isotope pairs
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j , j = 1, 2, 3. The area of the triangle corresponds to the NL of Eq. (6).
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In this language LO factorization implies the follow-
ing qualitative statement: any vector of reduced isotope
shifts, �!m⌫i, must lie in the plane that is defined by �!mµ

and
����!
m�hr2i, as illustrated in the cartoon in the left panel

of Fig. S1.

Note that, because the direction of
����!
m�hr2i in this space

is uncertain, theory does not tell us in which direction
this plane is oriented. However, by measuring two IS
vectors, �!m⌫

1

and �!m⌫
2

, we can test this statement by
asking whether the three vectors �!m⌫

1

, �!m⌫
2

, and �!mµ are
coplanar. The coplanarity of these vectors corresponds
to King linearity as we can see by rewriting Eq. (3) in
vectorial form �!m⌫

2

= K
21

�!mµ+F
21

�!m⌫
1

. Like King lin-
earity, coplanarity is a purely data driven test of LO fac-
torization since it is independent of theoretical input. A
change in Ki and Fi will merely change the direction of�!m⌫

1

and �!m⌫
2

within the plane, but the qualitative state-
ment of coplanarity remains.

In this vector language we can provide a compact ex-
pression for a nonlinearity measure,

NL =
1

2
|(�!m⌫

1

⇥ �!m⌫
2

) · �!mµ| . (6)

In terms of the King plot, NL is the area of the triangle
spanned by the three points shown in Fig. S2. Equiva-
lently, in our geometrical picture it is the volume of the
parallelepiped defined by �!m⌫

1,2 and �!mµ. A given data
set is considered linear if NL is smaller than its first-order
propagated error �

NL

=
p

⌃k(@NL/@Ok)2�2

k where the
sum runs over all measured observables Ok (modified fre-
quency shifts and isotope masses) with standard devia-
tions �k.

III. NEW PHYSICS AND VIOLATION OF
KING LINEARITY

We now include a NP contribution by adding a third,
also factorized, term to Eq. (2),

⌫AA0

i = Ki µAA0 + Fi �hr2iAA0 + ↵
NP

Xi �AA0 , (7)

namely Xi depends on the form of the new potential and
on the electronic transition, while �AA0 depends only on
the nuclear properties. The parameter ↵

NP

is the NP
coupling constant which we would like to probe.

Let us first mention two cases of NP which we do not
expect to be able to probe by testing King linearity. For
short-range NP (shorter than the nuclear size), the elec-
tronic parameters Xi will be proportional to those of FS,
Xi / Fi. In this case the NP term can be absorbed
by redefining �hr2iAA0 . Also, if the new physics couples
to electrons and nuclei according to their electric charge
(such as the case of dark-photon [34]), �AA0 = 0. There
may also be cases in which NP can accidentally be ab-
sorbed by redefining Fi. However, a long-range force with
couplings not proportional to the electric charge (and

barring an accidental cancellation) can be severely con-
strained by tests of King linearity.

Equation (3) written in vectorial form becomes

�!m⌫
2

=K
21

�!mµ+F
21

�!m⌫
1

+↵
NP

~hX
1

(X
21

�F
21

) , (8)

where ~h is the NP vector in reduced frequency units, that
is hAA0 ⌘ �AA0/µAA0 and X

21

⌘ X
2

/X
1

. One can see
that NP can lead to a deviation from coplanarity if and
only if (i) the new force is not short-range, X

21

6= F
21

;

(ii) ~h is not aligned with any linear combination of �!mµ,�!m⌫
1

or �!m⌫
2

.
By solving the set of equations (7) one finds an expres-

sion for ↵
NP

that is needed to yield a particular dataset
{�!m⌫

1

, �!m⌫
2

, �!mµ},

↵
NP

=
(�!m⌫

1

⇥ �!m⌫
2

) · �!mµ

(�!mµ ⇥ ~h) · (X
1

�!m⌫
2

� X
2

�!m⌫
1

)
, (9)

assuming NP is the dominant contribution to non-
linearity. If linearity holds then ↵

NP

. �↵NP =p
⌃k(@↵

NP

/@Ok)2�2

k. Hence, the sensitivity to probe
↵

NP

is lost in the limit where the denominator in Eq. (9)
vanishes, because the NP contribution to nonlinearity is

NL
NP

=
↵

NP

2
(�!mµ ⇥ ~h) · (X

1

�!m⌫
2

� X
2

�!m⌫
1

) . (10)

It is straightforward to check that this happens under the
conditions specified below Eq. (8).

The presented method of limiting ↵
NP

, Eq. (9), con-
tains theory input only in Xi and hAA0 which describe
how NP a↵ects the IS. The SM contribution in the fac-
torized limit is fully parametrized by the observables ~⌫i

and ~µ. The form of hAA0 depends on the assumed cou-
plings of new physics to nuclei. For example, if the
new interaction couples to quarks, then we expect that
hAA0 / AA0 [17, 35]. The atomic transition-dependent
factors X

1,2 can be reasonably calculated by a many-
body simulation (see the next section). This strategy is
analogous to a search for NP, say, at the LHC, where all
SM backgrounds are estimated using data driven meth-
ods and Monte Carlo simulation is used only in estimat-
ing the signal cross section.

Thus far, most measurements of scalar-isotope shifts
have been consistent with King linearity (see, however,
the case of Samarium [36]). Nevertheless, some level of
nonlinearity is expected to arise from SM higher-order
contributions [37–40]. These contributions, that are re-
lated to nuclear physics and electronic-structure dynam-
ics linked together, are presently not understood in a
quantitative manner for many-electron systems. One
possible source of nonlinearities is of the form of a field
shift that depends on the isotope mass. Precision calcula-
tions recently showed that this e↵ect is of O(10�3�10�4)
in light atoms [41]. Likewise, such contributions in heav-
ier elements with Z = 20 � 87 [39], but only for S ! P
transitions, are estimated to be of a similar order. Hence,
matching the precision of future measurements motivates
the calculation of the remaining higher-order corrections.

NL/|�!m⌫2||�!m⌫1| ⌧ 1 .
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King linearity implications

♦ Linearity implies that                    must be linearly 
dependent:

�!m⌫2 & �!m⌫1

�!m⌫2 = K2
�!mµ + F2 ~v +O �

10�4
�

�!m⌫1 = K1
�!mµ + F1 ~v +O �

10�4
�

�hr2iAA0 ⌘ hr2Ai � hr2A0i, where rA is the nuclear charge
radius of isotope A. In contrast to µAA0 , �hr2iAA0 is
subject to large experimental uncertainties. The compo-
sition of the IS in terms of products of purely electronic
and purely nuclear quantities is referred to as factoriza-
tion [27]. As a result, these two leading contributions
amount to the total IS as

⌫AA0

i = Ki µAA0 + Fi �hr2iAA0 + . . . , (2)

where the first term represents the MS and the second
one the FS [27, 28]. The dots denote possible higher order
corrections and NP contributions which we will discuss
below. It is useful to normalize the frequency shifts by
the reduced mass µAA0 to obtain the so-called modified

isotope shifts, m⌫AA0

i ⌘ ⌫AA0

i /µAA0 , which we will use
in the following. As a consequence, the mass shift is
reduced to the electronic factor Ki whereas the FS factor
Fi is multiplied by the modified charge radius variance,
m�hr2iAA0 ⌘ �hr2iAA0/µAA0 .

When considering several pairs of isotopes, the modi-
fied Eq. (2) can be written in vectorial form as

�!m⌫i = Ki
�!mµ+ Fi

����!
m�hr2i , (3)

where each line corresponds to one set of isotopes. For
the example of four isotopes combined to three isotope
pairs {A,Aa}, where a = 1, 2, 3 and A is the reference
isotope, the IS vector of transition i is given by �!m⌫i =

(m⌫AA1
i ,m⌫AA2

i ,m⌫AA3
i ), and

����!
m�hr2i accordingly. The

mass shift vector is denoted by �!mµ = (1, 1, 1).
With measurements of two transitions i = 1, 2 the un-

known charge radius distribution can be replaced by mea-

sured quantities. Solving Eq. (3) with i = 1 for
����!
m�hr2i

and replacing it in the equation with i = 2 leads to

�!m⌫2 = K21
�!mµ+ F21

�!m⌫1 , (4)

with F21 ⌘ F2/F1 and K21 ⌘ K2 � F21K1. Hence, this
replacement gives rise to a linear dependence between the
two sets of modified frequency shifts �!m⌫1,2, referred to
as King linearity [27].

In order to quantify the observed linearity, we define a
measure of nonlinearity [26],

NL = (�!m⌫1 ⇥�!m⌫2) ·�!mµ , (5)

which corresponds to the volume of the parallelepiped
spanned by the vectors �!m⌫1,

�!m⌫2 and �!mµ (for illustra-
tion see Ref. [26]). King linearity is considered to hold if
the measure NL is smaller than its uncertainty �NL1.

1 At the present level of experimental accuracy, the uncertainties
on the isotope masses are smaller by several orders of magnitude
than those of the frequency shifts (e.g. O(10�5) smaller for Yb
masses [29] with the present IS accuracy of 0.1�1MHz [30, 31]).
Therefore we will neglect them in our numerical evaluation. Once
the uncertainties of IS measurements will be significantly re-
duced, the mass uncertainties will have to be taken into account.

In several atoms and ions, King linearity has indeed
been established within the experimental uncertainty of
� = 0.1MHz on the IS, see e.g. Refs. [30–34].
In Ref. [26] it was shown that new physics contribu-

tions from light bosons interacting with electrons and
neutrons can lead to a deviation from the linear relation
in Eq. (4). Thereby, the observation of linearity allows
to set bounds on the mass and coupling of a possible new
force mediator.
To be specific, a new physics contribution is added as

a third term to Eq. (2)

�!m⌫i = Ki
�!mµ+ Fi

����!
m�hr2i+ yeynXi

~h , (6)

where ye, yn are the couplings of a new boson to electrons
and neutrons, respectively. Furthermore, we have intro-
duced the electronic NP factor Xi and the reduced iso-
tope dependence ~h. Both of them are model-dependent;
a specific expression is given below. Proceeding as in
the SM case, one can express �!m⌫2 as a function of �!m⌫1,
yielding

�!m⌫2 = K21
�!mµ+ F21

�!m⌫1 + yeyn~h (X2 �X1F21) . (7)

Thus, NP can break King linearity. For unit coupling,
the NP contribution to NL is given by the projection of
~h onto the normal vector of the King plane,

NLNP = [�!mµ⇥ (X2
�!m⌫1 �X1

�!m⌫2)] · ~h . (8)

NLNP vanishes if

(i) NP mediates a short-range interaction, shorter than
the nuclear size. In this case the electronic param-
eter Xi becomes proportional to the electronic pa-
rameter of the FS, namely Xi / Fi so that the
bracket in Eq. (7) vanishes or

(ii) the isotope-dependent NP contribution ~h is propor-
tional either to �!mµ or to the reduced charge radius����!
m�hr2i, such that the NP contribution can be ab-
sorbed in a redefinition of K21 or F21, respectively.

Finally, solving the set of equations in Eq. (7) deter-
mines the central value of yeyn needed to yield a partic-
ular data set {�!m⌫1,

�!m⌫2,
�!mµ},

yeyn =
NL

NLNP
. (9)

The interval of yeyn can be obtained via error propaga-
tion of the uncertainties on the involved quantities. In
case of linearity, yeyn is compatible with zero and the
method reaches its maximal sensitivity, whereas if non-
linearity is found a bound can be set with the experi-
mental resolution at which nonlinearity emerges. In the
following we will adopt the same approach as in Ref. [26]
based on the best-case projection where linearity holds
up to the experimentally achievable precision.
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with F21 ⌘ F2/F1 and K21 ⌘ K2 � F21K1. Hence, this
replacement gives rise to a linear dependence between the
two sets of modified frequency shifts �!m⌫1,2, referred to
as King linearity [27].

In order to quantify the observed linearity, we define a
measure of nonlinearity [26],

NL = (�!m⌫1 ⇥�!m⌫2) ·�!mµ , (5)

which corresponds to the volume of the parallelepiped
spanned by the vectors �!m⌫1,

�!m⌫2 and �!mµ (for illustra-
tion see Ref. [26]). King linearity is considered to hold if
the measure NL is smaller than its uncertainty �NL1.
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on the isotope masses are smaller by several orders of magnitude
than those of the frequency shifts (e.g. O(10�5) smaller for Yb
masses [29] with the present IS accuracy of 0.1�1MHz [30, 31]).
Therefore we will neglect them in our numerical evaluation. Once
the uncertainties of IS measurements will be significantly re-
duced, the mass uncertainties will have to be taken into account.

In several atoms and ions, King linearity has indeed
been established within the experimental uncertainty of
� = 0.1MHz on the IS, see e.g. Refs. [30–34].
In Ref. [26] it was shown that new physics contribu-

tions from light bosons interacting with electrons and
neutrons can lead to a deviation from the linear relation
in Eq. (4). Thereby, the observation of linearity allows
to set bounds on the mass and coupling of a possible new
force mediator.
To be specific, a new physics contribution is added as

a third term to Eq. (2)

�!m⌫i = Ki
�!mµ+ Fi
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m�hr2i+ yeynXi

~h , (6)

where ye, yn are the couplings of a new boson to electrons
and neutrons, respectively. Furthermore, we have intro-
duced the electronic NP factor Xi and the reduced iso-
tope dependence ~h. Both of them are model-dependent;
a specific expression is given below. Proceeding as in
the SM case, one can express �!m⌫2 as a function of �!m⌫1,
yielding

�!m⌫2 = K21
�!mµ+ F21

�!m⌫1 + yeyn~h (X2 �X1F21) . (7)

Thus, NP can break King linearity. For unit coupling,
the NP contribution to NL is given by the projection of
~h onto the normal vector of the King plane,

NLNP = [�!mµ⇥ (X2
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NLNP vanishes if

(i) NP mediates a short-range interaction, shorter than
the nuclear size. In this case the electronic param-
eter Xi becomes proportional to the electronic pa-
rameter of the FS, namely Xi / Fi so that the
bracket in Eq. (7) vanishes or

(ii) the isotope-dependent NP contribution ~h is propor-
tional either to �!mµ or to the reduced charge radius����!
m�hr2i, such that the NP contribution can be ab-
sorbed in a redefinition of K21 or F21, respectively.

Finally, solving the set of equations in Eq. (7) deter-
mines the central value of yeyn needed to yield a partic-
ular data set {�!m⌫1,
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�!mµ},

yeyn =
NL

NLNP
. (9)

The interval of yeyn can be obtained via error propaga-
tion of the uncertainties on the involved quantities. In
case of linearity, yeyn is compatible with zero and the
method reaches its maximal sensitivity, whereas if non-
linearity is found a bound can be set with the experi-
mental resolution at which nonlinearity emerges. In the
following we will adopt the same approach as in Ref. [26]
based on the best-case projection where linearity holds
up to the experimentally achievable precision.
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Fi & ~v are unknown but F21 & K21 can be measured precisely.



Adding light new physics (NP)

♦ New physics part known, precisely calculated:

�!m⌫i = Ki
�!mµ + Fi ~v + yeynXi

~h ,

New forces acts on electron & quarks leads to change of energy levels. 

+ L� = �(yeēe+ ynn̄n)
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In this language LO factorization implies the follow-
ing qualitative statement: any vector of reduced isotope
shifts, �!m⌫i, must lie in the plane that is defined by �!mµ

and
����!
m�hr2i, as illustrated in the cartoon in the left panel

of Fig. S1.

Note that, because the direction of
����!
m�hr2i in this space

is uncertain, theory does not tell us in which direction
this plane is oriented. However, by measuring two IS
vectors, �!m⌫

1

and �!m⌫
2

, we can test this statement by
asking whether the three vectors �!m⌫

1

, �!m⌫
2

, and �!mµ are
coplanar. The coplanarity of these vectors corresponds
to King linearity as we can see by rewriting Eq. (3) in
vectorial form �!m⌫

2

= K
21

�!mµ+F
21

�!m⌫
1

. Like King lin-
earity, coplanarity is a purely data driven test of LO fac-
torization since it is independent of theoretical input. A
change in Ki and Fi will merely change the direction of�!m⌫

1

and �!m⌫
2

within the plane, but the qualitative state-
ment of coplanarity remains.

In this vector language we can provide a compact ex-
pression for a nonlinearity measure,

NL =
1

2
|(�!m⌫

1

⇥ �!m⌫
2

) · �!mµ| . (6)

In terms of the King plot, NL is the area of the triangle
spanned by the three points shown in Fig. S2. Equiva-
lently, in our geometrical picture it is the volume of the
parallelepiped defined by �!m⌫

1,2 and �!mµ. A given data
set is considered linear if NL is smaller than its first-order
propagated error �

NL

=
p

⌃k(@NL/@Ok)2�2

k where the
sum runs over all measured observables Ok (modified fre-
quency shifts and isotope masses) with standard devia-
tions �k.
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We now include a NP contribution by adding a third,
also factorized, term to Eq. (2),
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namely Xi depends on the form of the new potential and
on the electronic transition, while �AA0 depends only on
the nuclear properties. The parameter ↵

NP

is the NP
coupling constant which we would like to probe.

Let us first mention two cases of NP which we do not
expect to be able to probe by testing King linearity. For
short-range NP (shorter than the nuclear size), the elec-
tronic parameters Xi will be proportional to those of FS,
Xi / Fi. In this case the NP term can be absorbed
by redefining �hr2iAA0 . Also, if the new physics couples
to electrons and nuclei according to their electric charge
(such as the case of dark-photon [34]), �AA0 = 0. There
may also be cases in which NP can accidentally be ab-
sorbed by redefining Fi. However, a long-range force with
couplings not proportional to the electric charge (and

barring an accidental cancellation) can be severely con-
strained by tests of King linearity.
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where ~h is the NP vector in reduced frequency units, that
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assuming NP is the dominant contribution to non-
linearity. If linearity holds then ↵
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It is straightforward to check that this happens under the
conditions specified below Eq. (8).

The presented method of limiting ↵
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tains theory input only in Xi and hAA0 which describe
how NP a↵ects the IS. The SM contribution in the fac-
torized limit is fully parametrized by the observables ~⌫i

and ~µ. The form of hAA0 depends on the assumed cou-
plings of new physics to nuclei. For example, if the
new interaction couples to quarks, then we expect that
hAA0 / AA0 [17, 35]. The atomic transition-dependent
factors X

1,2 can be reasonably calculated by a many-
body simulation (see the next section). This strategy is
analogous to a search for NP, say, at the LHC, where all
SM backgrounds are estimated using data driven meth-
ods and Monte Carlo simulation is used only in estimat-
ing the signal cross section.

Thus far, most measurements of scalar-isotope shifts
have been consistent with King linearity (see, however,
the case of Samarium [36]). Nevertheless, some level of
nonlinearity is expected to arise from SM higher-order
contributions [37–40]. These contributions, that are re-
lated to nuclear physics and electronic-structure dynam-
ics linked together, are presently not understood in a
quantitative manner for many-electron systems. One
possible source of nonlinearities is of the form of a field
shift that depends on the isotope mass. Precision calcula-
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in light atoms [41]. Likewise, such contributions in heav-
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transitions, are estimated to be of a similar order. Hence,
matching the precision of future measurements motivates
the calculation of the remaining higher-order corrections.
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1

2
|(�!m⌫

1

⇥ �!m⌫
2

) · �!mµ| . (6)

In terms of the King plot, NL is the area of the triangle
spanned by the three points shown in Fig. S2. Equiva-
lently, in our geometrical picture it is the volume of the
parallelepiped defined by �!m⌫

1,2 and �!mµ. A given data
set is considered linear if NL is smaller than its first-order
propagated error �

NL

=
p

⌃k(@NL/@Ok)2�2

k where the
sum runs over all measured observables Ok (modified fre-
quency shifts and isotope masses) with standard devia-
tions �k.

III. NEW PHYSICS AND VIOLATION OF
KING LINEARITY

We now include a NP contribution by adding a third,
also factorized, term to Eq. (2),

⌫AA0

i = Ki µAA0 + Fi �hr2iAA0 + ↵
NP

Xi �AA0 , (7)

namely Xi depends on the form of the new potential and
on the electronic transition, while �AA0 depends only on
the nuclear properties. The parameter ↵

NP

is the NP
coupling constant which we would like to probe.

Let us first mention two cases of NP which we do not
expect to be able to probe by testing King linearity. For
short-range NP (shorter than the nuclear size), the elec-
tronic parameters Xi will be proportional to those of FS,
Xi / Fi. In this case the NP term can be absorbed
by redefining �hr2iAA0 . Also, if the new physics couples
to electrons and nuclei according to their electric charge
(such as the case of dark-photon [34]), �AA0 = 0. There
may also be cases in which NP can accidentally be ab-
sorbed by redefining Fi. However, a long-range force with
couplings not proportional to the electric charge (and

barring an accidental cancellation) can be severely con-
strained by tests of King linearity.

Equation (3) written in vectorial form becomes

�!m⌫
2

=K
21

�!mµ+F
21

�!m⌫
1

+↵
NP

~hX
1

(X
21

�F
21

) , (8)

where ~h is the NP vector in reduced frequency units, that
is hAA0 ⌘ �AA0/µAA0 and X

21

⌘ X
2

/X
1

. One can see
that NP can lead to a deviation from coplanarity if and
only if (i) the new force is not short-range, X

21

6= F
21

;

(ii) ~h is not aligned with any linear combination of �!mµ,�!m⌫
1

or �!m⌫
2

.
By solving the set of equations (7) one finds an expres-

sion for ↵
NP

that is needed to yield a particular dataset
{�!m⌫

1

, �!m⌫
2

, �!mµ},

↵
NP

=
(�!m⌫

1

⇥ �!m⌫
2

) · �!mµ

(�!mµ ⇥ ~h) · (X
1

�!m⌫
2

� X
2

�!m⌫
1

)
, (9)

assuming NP is the dominant contribution to non-
linearity. If linearity holds then ↵

NP

. �↵NP =p
⌃k(@↵

NP

/@Ok)2�2

k. Hence, the sensitivity to probe
↵

NP

is lost in the limit where the denominator in Eq. (9)
vanishes, because the NP contribution to nonlinearity is

NL
NP

=
↵

NP

2
(�!mµ ⇥ ~h) · (X

1

�!m⌫
2

� X
2

�!m⌫
1

) . (10)

It is straightforward to check that this happens under the
conditions specified below Eq. (8).

The presented method of limiting ↵
NP

, Eq. (9), con-
tains theory input only in Xi and hAA0 which describe
how NP a↵ects the IS. The SM contribution in the fac-
torized limit is fully parametrized by the observables ~⌫i

and ~µ. The form of hAA0 depends on the assumed cou-
plings of new physics to nuclei. For example, if the
new interaction couples to quarks, then we expect that
hAA0 / AA0 [17, 35]. The atomic transition-dependent
factors X

1,2 can be reasonably calculated by a many-
body simulation (see the next section). This strategy is
analogous to a search for NP, say, at the LHC, where all
SM backgrounds are estimated using data driven meth-
ods and Monte Carlo simulation is used only in estimat-
ing the signal cross section.

Thus far, most measurements of scalar-isotope shifts
have been consistent with King linearity (see, however,
the case of Samarium [36]). Nevertheless, some level of
nonlinearity is expected to arise from SM higher-order
contributions [37–40]. These contributions, that are re-
lated to nuclear physics and electronic-structure dynam-
ics linked together, are presently not understood in a
quantitative manner for many-electron systems. One
possible source of nonlinearities is of the form of a field
shift that depends on the isotope mass. Precision calcula-
tions recently showed that this e↵ect is of O(10�3�10�4)
in light atoms [41]. Likewise, such contributions in heav-
ier elements with Z = 20 � 87 [39], but only for S ! P
transitions, are estimated to be of a similar order. Hence,
matching the precision of future measurements motivates
the calculation of the remaining higher-order corrections.

Delaunay, Ozeri, GP & Soreq (16)

CI+MBPT: Dzuba, Flambaum & Kozlov (96) Berengut, Flambaum & Kozlov (06); 
GRASP2K: Jonsson, Gaigalas, Biero, Fischer & Grant (2013) 

. (Combination of the many-body perturbation theory with the configuration-interaction method)
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I. VISUALIZING THE VECTOR SPACE

In the main text we define the following vectors in the A0 vector space

�!m⌫i ⌘
⇣
m⌫

AA0
1

i , m⌫
AA0

2
i , m⌫

AA0
3

i

⌘
, (S1)

����!
m�hr2i ⌘ �hr2iAA0

1
/µAA0

1
, hr2iAA0

2
/µAA0

2
, hr2iAA0

3
/µAA0

3

�
, (S2)

�!mµ ⌘ (1, 1, 1) . (S3)

As long as �!m⌫
1,2 are spanned by �!mµ and

����!
m�hr2i, the resulting King plot will be linear. In Fig. S1, we illustrate the

vector space of the various components related to isotope shifts that leads to the nonlinearites. The NP contribution

to IS, ↵
NP

Xi
~h, may lift the IS vectors from the (�!mµ,

����!
m�hr2i) plane, resulting in a nonlinear King plot. Fig. S2

illustrates a nonlinear King plot, where the area of the triangle corresponds to the NL of Eq. (6).

the plane spanned by �!mµ and
����!
m�hr2i

����!
m�hr2i
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the plane spanned by �!mµ and
����!
m�hr2i
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2

= ↵
NP

Xi
~h

FIG. S1: Left: A cartoon of the prediction of factorization, Eq. (5) in vector language. All of the isotope shift measurements

(which are here three dimensional vectors �!m⌫
1,2) lie in the plane that is spanned by �!mµ and

����!
m�hr2i. This coplanarity can be

tested by measuring whether �!m⌫
1

, �!m⌫
2

and �!mµ are coplanar. Right: In the presence of new physics the isotope shift get a
contribution which can point out of the plane. A new long range force can spoil the coplanarity of �!m⌫

1

, �!m⌫
2

and �!mµ.
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FIG. S2: Illustration of nonlinearity in the King plot of the isotope shifts �!m⌫
1,2, as defined in Eq. (4), in isotope pairs

AA0

j , j = 1, 2, 3. The area of the triangle corresponds to the NL of Eq. (6).
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♦ As long as linearity holds bounds are limited by exp’ accuracy: 

↵NP . �↵NP =
q

⌃k(@↵NP/@Ok)2�2
k ,

(OK various exp’ observables.)

3

In this language LO factorization implies the follow-
ing qualitative statement: any vector of reduced isotope
shifts, �!m⌫i, must lie in the plane that is defined by �!mµ

and
����!
m�hr2i, as illustrated in the cartoon in the left panel

of Fig. S1.

Note that, because the direction of
����!
m�hr2i in this space

is uncertain, theory does not tell us in which direction
this plane is oriented. However, by measuring two IS
vectors, �!m⌫

1

and �!m⌫
2

, we can test this statement by
asking whether the three vectors �!m⌫

1

, �!m⌫
2

, and �!mµ are
coplanar. The coplanarity of these vectors corresponds
to King linearity as we can see by rewriting Eq. (3) in
vectorial form �!m⌫

2

= K
21

�!mµ+F
21

�!m⌫
1

. Like King lin-
earity, coplanarity is a purely data driven test of LO fac-
torization since it is independent of theoretical input. A
change in Ki and Fi will merely change the direction of�!m⌫

1

and �!m⌫
2

within the plane, but the qualitative state-
ment of coplanarity remains.

In this vector language we can provide a compact ex-
pression for a nonlinearity measure,

NL =
1

2
|(�!m⌫

1

⇥ �!m⌫
2

) · �!mµ| . (6)

In terms of the King plot, NL is the area of the triangle
spanned by the three points shown in Fig. S2. Equiva-
lently, in our geometrical picture it is the volume of the
parallelepiped defined by �!m⌫

1,2 and �!mµ. A given data
set is considered linear if NL is smaller than its first-order
propagated error �

NL

=
p

⌃k(@NL/@Ok)2�2

k where the
sum runs over all measured observables Ok (modified fre-
quency shifts and isotope masses) with standard devia-
tions �k.

III. NEW PHYSICS AND VIOLATION OF
KING LINEARITY

We now include a NP contribution by adding a third,
also factorized, term to Eq. (2),

⌫AA0

i = Ki µAA0 + Fi �hr2iAA0 + ↵
NP

Xi �AA0 , (7)

namely Xi depends on the form of the new potential and
on the electronic transition, while �AA0 depends only on
the nuclear properties. The parameter ↵

NP

is the NP
coupling constant which we would like to probe.

Let us first mention two cases of NP which we do not
expect to be able to probe by testing King linearity. For
short-range NP (shorter than the nuclear size), the elec-
tronic parameters Xi will be proportional to those of FS,
Xi / Fi. In this case the NP term can be absorbed
by redefining �hr2iAA0 . Also, if the new physics couples
to electrons and nuclei according to their electric charge
(such as the case of dark-photon [34]), �AA0 = 0. There
may also be cases in which NP can accidentally be ab-
sorbed by redefining Fi. However, a long-range force with
couplings not proportional to the electric charge (and

barring an accidental cancellation) can be severely con-
strained by tests of King linearity.

Equation (3) written in vectorial form becomes

�!m⌫
2

=K
21

�!mµ+F
21

�!m⌫
1

+↵
NP

~hX
1

(X
21

�F
21

) , (8)

where ~h is the NP vector in reduced frequency units, that
is hAA0 ⌘ �AA0/µAA0 and X

21

⌘ X
2

/X
1

. One can see
that NP can lead to a deviation from coplanarity if and
only if (i) the new force is not short-range, X

21

6= F
21

;

(ii) ~h is not aligned with any linear combination of �!mµ,�!m⌫
1

or �!m⌫
2

.
By solving the set of equations (7) one finds an expres-

sion for ↵
NP

that is needed to yield a particular dataset
{�!m⌫

1

, �!m⌫
2

, �!mµ},

↵
NP

=
(�!m⌫

1

⇥ �!m⌫
2

) · �!mµ

(�!mµ ⇥ ~h) · (X
1

�!m⌫
2

� X
2

�!m⌫
1

)
, (9)

assuming NP is the dominant contribution to non-
linearity. If linearity holds then ↵

NP

. �↵NP =p
⌃k(@↵

NP

/@Ok)2�2

k. Hence, the sensitivity to probe
↵

NP

is lost in the limit where the denominator in Eq. (9)
vanishes, because the NP contribution to nonlinearity is

NL
NP

=
↵

NP

2
(�!mµ ⇥ ~h) · (X

1

�!m⌫
2

� X
2

�!m⌫
1

) . (10)

It is straightforward to check that this happens under the
conditions specified below Eq. (8).

The presented method of limiting ↵
NP

, Eq. (9), con-
tains theory input only in Xi and hAA0 which describe
how NP a↵ects the IS. The SM contribution in the fac-
torized limit is fully parametrized by the observables ~⌫i

and ~µ. The form of hAA0 depends on the assumed cou-
plings of new physics to nuclei. For example, if the
new interaction couples to quarks, then we expect that
hAA0 / AA0 [17, 35]. The atomic transition-dependent
factors X

1,2 can be reasonably calculated by a many-
body simulation (see the next section). This strategy is
analogous to a search for NP, say, at the LHC, where all
SM backgrounds are estimated using data driven meth-
ods and Monte Carlo simulation is used only in estimat-
ing the signal cross section.

Thus far, most measurements of scalar-isotope shifts
have been consistent with King linearity (see, however,
the case of Samarium [36]). Nevertheless, some level of
nonlinearity is expected to arise from SM higher-order
contributions [37–40]. These contributions, that are re-
lated to nuclear physics and electronic-structure dynam-
ics linked together, are presently not understood in a
quantitative manner for many-electron systems. One
possible source of nonlinearities is of the form of a field
shift that depends on the isotope mass. Precision calcula-
tions recently showed that this e↵ect is of O(10�3�10�4)
in light atoms [41]. Likewise, such contributions in heav-
ier elements with Z = 20 � 87 [39], but only for S ! P
transitions, are estimated to be of a similar order. Hence,
matching the precision of future measurements motivates
the calculation of the remaining higher-order corrections.

Berengut, Budker, Delaunay, Flambaum, Frugiuele, Fuchs, Grojean, Harnik, Ozeri, GP & Soreq (17)

♦ Once non-linearity observed bound will be set by observation.

♦ Short range NP:                    is redefined to absorb NP;       Xi / Fi ) ~v

♦ Only useful to bound new physics (barring cancellation).

requires extra carefulness when approaching this limit.
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FIG. 1: Limits on the electron and neutron couplings (yeyn)
of the new boson of mass m� (for the experimental accuracies
�i specified in the labels). Constraint from existing IS data:
Ca+ (397 nm vs. 866 nm [18], solid red line). IS projections
(dashed lines) for Ca+ (S ! D transitions), Sr+, Sr/Sr+,
and Yb+. For comparison, existing constraints from other
experiments (shaded areas): fifth force [19, 20] (dark orange),
(g � 2)e [21, 22] combined with neutron scattering [23–26]
(light blue) or SN1987A [27] (light orange), and from star
cooling in globular clusters [28–30] (orange). The gray line at
17MeV indicates the yeyn values required to accommodate
the Be anomaly [31, 32].

of-the-art experimental precision, and baring cancellation
between the SM and NP contributions, world-record sen-
sitivity in a certain mass range will be achieved.

II. FACTORIZATION OF NUCLEAR AND
ATOMIC EFFECTS IN ISOTOPE SHIFTS

We now discuss the scaling and factorization properties
of IS which we use to probe NP in this work. Consider an
atomic transition, denoted by i, between narrow atomic
states. The di↵erence in the transition frequency ⌫ com-
paring the isotopes A and A0 is the IS,

⌫AA0

i ⌘ ⌫A
i � ⌫A0

i . (1)

At leading order (LO) the IS receives contributions from
two sources, mass shift (MS) and field shift (FS). Mass
shift arises due to a correction to the kinetic energy of
atomic electrons due to the motion of the nucleus. For
independent electrons, this is just replacing me by the
reduced mass but if electrons are correlated, this could
be orders of magnitude larger. Field shift originates from

di↵erent contact interactions between electrons and nu-
clei in isotopes. Putting these two leading contributions
together, the IS can be phenomenologically written as

⌫AA0

i = Ki µAA0 + Fi �hr2iAA0 + . . . , (2)

where the two terms represent MS and FS respec-
tively [16, 33]. We define µAA0 ⌘ m�1

A � m�1

A0 , where
mA and mA0 are the masses of isotopes A and A0.

The quantity �hr2iAA0 is dominated by the di↵erence
in the mean squared charge radii of the two nuclei but
can include other contact interactions. Both µAA0 and
�hr2iAA0 are purely nuclear quantities that do not de-
pend on the electronic transition i. Note, however, that
µAA0 is known with high precision, whereas �hr2iAA0 is
known only to a limited accuracy. The parameters Ki

and Fi are isotope-independent, transition-dependent co-
e�cients of the MS and FS, and their precise values are
unnecessary in the observable we construct. Each term
of Eq. (2) is a product of a purely nuclear quantity and a
purely electronic quantity, resulting in the factorization
of nuclear and electronic dependence. This is known as
LO factorization.

Given two electronic transitions, i = 1, 2, one can elim-
inate the uncertain �hr2iAA0 giving a relation between the
isotope shifts ⌫AA0

1

and ⌫AA0

2

. In terms of the modified
IS1, m⌫AA0

i ⌘ ⌫AA0

i /µAA0 , this relation is,

m⌫AA0

2

=K
21

+F
21

m⌫AA0

1

, (3)

with F
21

⌘ F
2

/F
1

, and K
21

⌘ K
2

� F
21

K
1

.
Equation (3) reveals a linear relation between m⌫

1

and
m⌫

2

, giving rise to a straight line in the so-called King
plot of m⌫

2

vs m⌫
1

[16]. It is important to stress that the
linearity of this equation holds regardless of the precise
values of the Ki and Fi electronic parameters. Testing
linearity necessitates at least three independent isotope
pairs in two transitions, which constitutes a purely data
driven test of LO factorization.

The formulae in our treatment of NP will be simplified
greatly by introducing a geometrical description of LO
factorization. As we will now explain, King linearity is
equivalent to coplanarity of vectors. For each transition
i, we can form a vector

�!m⌫i ⌘
⇣
m⌫

AA0
1

i , m⌫
AA0

2
i , m⌫

AA0
3

i

⌘
. (4)

The nuclear parameters of field and mass shift, µAA0 and

�hr2iAA0 can also be written as vectors �!mµ and
����!
m�hr2i

in the same space (notice that �!mµ ⌘ (1, 1, 1)) and hence
Eq. (2) becomes

�!m⌫i = Ki
�!mµ + Fi

����!
m�hr2i. (5)

1 Below we will adopt the notation of adding an m to “modi-
fied” (i.e. normalized by µAA0 ) quantities, such as m�hr2iAA0 ⌘
�hr2iAA0/µAA0 .

Berengut, Budker, Delaunay, Flambaum, Frugiuele, Fuchs, Grojean, Harnik, Ozeri, GP & Soreq (17)

See e.g. Feng et al. (16)
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FIG. 1. Constraints on a Z0 gauge boson from U(1)B�L.
KLV bound from existing IS data: Ca+ with uncertainty
� ' 0.1MHz (397 nm vs. 866 nm [32], solid red line). KLV
projections for � = 1Hz assuming linearity in Ca+ (S ! D
transitions, red, dashed), Sr+ (blue, dotted), Sr/Sr+ (blue,
dashed), and Yb+ (black, dash-dotted) [26]. For compar-
ison, bounds from fifth-force searches via the Casimir ef-
fect [41, 42] (blue), neutron scattering [43–45] (orange), Ry-
dberg states [46–48] (dark blue), energy level shifts in H
and He [11] (turquoise), ⌫ � e scattering at GEMMA and
Borexino [49] (purple), and beam dump experiments [2, 3, 50]
(green). Astrophysical and cosmological probes (beige): su-
pernova 1987A with O(1) uncertainties [51–53] (SN, the area
below the dotted line), horizontal branch stars [51, 54–57]
(HB, the area left of the dashed line) and BBN viaN

e↵

[58, 59]
(the area above the solid line).

1. Laboratory bounds

The existence of a fifth force is severely constrained for
a mass MZ0 . 100 eV by experiments testing the Casimir
e↵ect [41, 42].

In contrast to KLV, other atomic precision measure-
ments such as energy level shifts in Rydberg states [46–
48] and in s- and p-states of atomic H and hydrogen-like
He+ [11] provide bounds on ypye where yp is the proton
coupling. In the massless limit, MZ0 ⌧ (1 + ne)/a0, the
NP potential probed by these observables simplifies to a
Coulomb potential. In this case the NP interaction is ab-
sorbed by a redefinition of the fine-structure constant ↵,
resulting in a weakening of the bounds. Due to its sensi-
tivity to yeyn, KLV is not a↵ected by this redefinition so
that its bound remains constant in the massless limit and
is the strongest among the atomic spectroscopy bounds
for mediator masses below 0.3 eV. The intersection of

FIG. 2. Existing bounds on the neutron coupling gn of a
new boson � from the neutron-electron scattering length
in Pb, Bi and noble gases denoted as neutron optics [43]
(orange, dashed); n-208Pb scattering at neutron energies of
En ⇠ 1 keV-26 keV [61] (green, dotted), 10 eV-10 keV [43]
(blue, solid) and up to 20 keV including interference of reso-
nant and non-resonant amplitudes [45] (purple, dotted); and
the comparison of the total to the forward scattering cross
section of neutrons on nuclei [44] (red, dash-dotted). For dis-
cussion see Sect. IVA1.

the Ca+ and Rydberg bound was determined following
Ref. [48] and lies below the mass range shown in Fig. 1.
Yet, one needs to keep in mind that for MZ0  0.3 eV
also other constraints apply, such as from the Casimir
e↵ect mentioned above or from tests for a deviation from
the Coulomb force, see e.g. Ref. [60].
Neutron scattering is a powerful probe of the interac-

tion between new bosons and neutrons over a wide mass
range. Among the neutron scattering experiments, neu-
tron optics [43] provides the strongest constraint on gn,
in this model equivalent to gB�L, in the mass range of
MZ0 . 500 eV. For 500 eV . MZ0 . 5 keV, the com-
parison of the total to the forward scattering cross sec-
tion [44] is most sensitive. Above MZ0 ⇠ 5 keV, the
neutron-lead (n-Pb) scattering [45] sets the strongest
bound. This method is based on the proposal by Ref. [61]
whose bounds are superseded by the ones reported in
Refs. [43, 45]. The collection of the various bounds is
shown in Fig. 2, the limit presented in Fig. 1 shows the
best bound for each mass. When comparing to KLV,
the considerable uncertainties on the neutron scattering
bounds need to be kept in mind [44, 62–64]. In par-
ticular, the uncertainties related to the electron-neutron
scattering length, various nuclear inputs, and the missing
higher-order terms in the neutron-scattering cross sec-
tion, are not easy to determine precisely. Similarly, the

5
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bounds inferred for masses far higher than the neutron
energies of En ⇠ 10 keV [43] are also subject to large un-
certainties. In addition, in the derivation of the various
neutron bounds it is assumed that the NP contribution
to the neutron-electron interaction is either absorbed in
the corresponding measurement of the neutron-electron
scattering length, bne, or negligible [44].

For masses above a few keV, the neutron bounds are
exceeded by constraints that arise from measurements of
neutrino-electron (⌫-e) scattering. Measurements from
Borexino [65] and GEMMA [66] have been interpreted
in the B � L model in Ref. [49] and are the strongest
laboratory bounds between 4 keV and 1MeV.

The limit on gB�L via ge from the bound on the
anomalous magnetic moment of the electron, (g � 2)e,
is less constraining than the neutron scattering bounds
in the same mass range [67]; thus we omit it in Fig. 1.

Above the electron threshold, i.e. MZ0 & 1MeV, and
up toMZ0 . 100MeV, high-intensity electron and proton
beam dump experiments [2, 3, 50] provide the strongest
bound on gB�L. For a review see Ref. [1] and references
therein.

2. Astrophysical and cosmological bounds

A large part of the parameter space of a new light
boson interacting with SM fermions is constrained by as-
trophysical probes. In particular, bounds on the cool-
ing rate in horizontal branch stars limit the coupling
of Z 0 as long as its mass is within the thermal reach
(MZ0 . 350 keV) [51, 54–57]. Here we omit the corre-
sponding bound from sun cooling since its excluded re-
gion is also covered by the horizontal branch stars. Fur-
thermore, the energy loss in the core of the supernova
SN 1987A constrains the neutron coupling for masses of
MZ0 . 100MeV [51, 52], though with large uncertain-
ties [53].

The coupling gB�L is also severely constrained by the
e↵ective number of neutrinos Ne↵ [58, 59]. If a light me-
diator couples to neutrinos, it can thermalize via the in-
verse decay ⌫+⌫̄ ! Z 0 or ⌫+⌫̄ ! Z 0Z 0, thus contributing
to the energy density of the Universe. The first process
dominates for 1 eV . MZ0 . 1MeV, and the second one
for MZ0 ⌧ 1 eV. Under the requirement that the NP
contribution to Ne↵, �⌫ , fulfills �⌫ < 1 at T = 1MeV, a
large parameter region is excluded.

Although the cosmological and astrophysical bounds
exceed all KLV projections, a complementary laboratory
probe of this region will nevertheless be valuable, in par-
ticular because isotope shifts are a very clean observable
and the derived bounds are based on less model assump-
tions. E.g. the constraint from �⌫ can be avoided by
charging only the right-handed electrons under the new
gauge group. However, in such a model other strong
constraints arise, for instance, from the cancellation of
a gauge anomaly in the case of an anomalous gauge
group [68]. For examples of UV-complete models of axial

couplings with such phenomenology see Refs. [69, 70].
Moreover, in this class of models the axial coupling
geA 6= 0. In presence of an axial coupling to electrons
and vectorial couplings to quarks, atomic parity viola-
tion (APV) [71] is a more sensitive probe than KLV. For
instance for gauge bosons with mZ0 ⇠ 0.1MeV, the limit
from APV [71] is several orders of magnitude stronger
than the Yb+ projection. The same conclusion is ob-
tained for constraints on the mixing of a new light gauge
boson Z 0 with the SM Z [72].

3. KLV bounds and projections

Due to the simple coupling structure of the Z 0 boson,
the limits from KLV are straightforwardly obtained from
Ref. [26] by identifying g2B�L = yeyn. The existing bound
from Ca+ is shown by the solid red line, the projections
are shown by dashed lines. While the existing bound does
not compete with other laboratory bounds, the projected
bounds will extend the reach of laboratory bounds in the
mass range of 300 eV . MZ0 . 1MeV, in particular using
Sr/Sr+ and Yb+. Hence, KLV has the potential put the
regions that are currently only probed by astrophysical
and cosmological observables under scrutiny.

B. Higgs portal

Another example for a new light mediator which gives
rise to a spin-independent interaction between electrons
and neutrons is a scalar singlet mixed with the Higgs
boson [73, 74]. This model can be linked to the solution of
the hierarchy problem via the relaxion mechanism, where
the relaxion takes the role of the new scalar that mixes
with the Higgs boson [10, 75].
We evaluate the KLV sensitivity to this class of models

for a very light scalar � with mass m� . 5 keV. In this
case the KLV bound on the mixing angle ✓h� between
the singlet and the Higgs boson is given by

sin2 ✓h� . 2 · 10�6 ·

4 · 10�9

yeyn

�
�

Hz
, (20)

where we assumed the strongest KLV projections for this
mass given in Ref. [26], i.e. Yb+ with a precision � at the
1Hz level. The quark and gluon contribution to the neu-
tron Yukawa coupling can be obtained using Refs. [76–
78]. For SM Yukawa couplings, the limit from neutron
scattering is stronger by one order of magnitude since the
KLV observable depends on the electron Yukawa coupling
that is much smaller than the neutron Yukawa coupling.
Yet, for models where the electron (neutron) coupling is
enhanced (suppressed) by at least one order of magnitude
with respect to its SM value, KLV could set a stronger
bound than neutron scattering. For assumptions regard-
ing the bound from neutron scattering see Sect. IVA1.
Under these assumptions and if the electron (neutron)

6

Factor of 10 away from relaxion/Higgs portal bound.
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FIG. 3. 95% CL bounds on ye and yn for a protophobic vector
boson of mass mX = 17MeV. The gray region represents the
required and allowed couplings to explain the 8Be anomaly.
The dashed lines show the projected upper bounds on the
couplings from KLV measurements in Sr/Sr+ and Yb+.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this work we extended the proposal of Ref. [26] to
constrain New Physics (NP) by means of isotope shift
spectroscopy to enable the inclusion of larger data sets
with an arbitrary number of atomic transitions and iso-
tope pairs. As an application of the King linearity viola-
tion (KLV) observable to bound NP couplings, we eval-
uated the constraints resulting from existing data sets of
two di↵erent atomic systems (Ca+ and Yb).

We compare the existing KLV bounds and near-future
projections to present constraints in various models that
can potentially be probed by isotope shifts.

• B�L: The MZ0 -gB�L space is already largely con-
strained by astrophysical and cosmological bounds.
Complementary laboratory probes, however, are
not yet able to confirm those bounds in certain ar-
eas of the parameter space. Here KLV has the po-
tential to become the strongest laboratory bound
for 300 eV . MZ0 . 1MeV.

• Higgs portal: While KLV bounds on standard
Higgs portals are weaker than existing laboratory
bounds, KLV can supersede them in the case of an
enhanced electron or suppressed neutron coupling.
For an enhancement (suppression) by a factor of 10,
KLV could even set the strongest of all bounds in
the range 350 keV . m� . 1MeV. Such a scenario
can be realized e.g. in the leptonic Higgs portal.

• Chameleon: KLV will be able to set the strongest
lower bound M > 500TeV on the interaction scale
of the chameleon with matter.

• Be anomaly: With the anticipated precision, KLV
will fully explore the coupling range of a protopho-
bic vector boson with mass mX = 17MeV needed
to reproduce the observed anomaly in 8Be decays.
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♦ Proposal to probe light forces via precision spectroscopy.

♦ Sensitivity seems to probe interesting ranges. 

♦ Experimental measurements: Mainz, PTB, Weizmann …

♦ Precision will be improved by 5 orders of mag.

Conclusions

♦ Current theory close to predict non-linearities. 
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If mediator’s mass, mX , is smaller than inverse of outer electrons than the 
potential is Coulombic.    

If mediator’s mass is smaller than inverse distance of most inner electron from 
the nucleus then the full Yukawa potential is required.  

Otherwise the potential is described via a delta function.

V (r) =

8
>>>><

>>>>:

1
r for mX . ↵me ,

e�rmX

r for ↵me . mX . ↵meZ ,

1
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X
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FIG. 1: Limits on the electron and neutron couplings (yeyn)
of the new boson of mass m� (for the experimental accuracies
�i specified in the labels). Constraint from existing IS data:
Ca+ (397 nm vs. 866 nm [18], solid red line). IS projections
(dashed lines) for Ca+ (S ! D transitions), Sr+, Sr/Sr+,
and Yb+. For comparison, existing constraints from other
experiments (shaded areas): fifth force [19, 20] (dark orange),
(g � 2)e [21, 22] combined with neutron scattering [23–26]
(light blue) or SN1987A [27] (light orange), and from star
cooling in globular clusters [28–30] (orange). The gray line at
17MeV indicates the yeyn values required to accommodate
the Be anomaly [31, 32].

of-the-art experimental precision, and baring cancellation
between the SM and NP contributions, world-record sen-
sitivity in a certain mass range will be achieved.

II. FACTORIZATION OF NUCLEAR AND
ATOMIC EFFECTS IN ISOTOPE SHIFTS

We now discuss the scaling and factorization properties
of IS which we use to probe NP in this work. Consider an
atomic transition, denoted by i, between narrow atomic
states. The di↵erence in the transition frequency ⌫ com-
paring the isotopes A and A0 is the IS,

⌫AA0

i ⌘ ⌫A
i � ⌫A0

i . (1)

At leading order (LO) the IS receives contributions from
two sources, mass shift (MS) and field shift (FS). Mass
shift arises due to a correction to the kinetic energy of
atomic electrons due to the motion of the nucleus. For
independent electrons, this is just replacing me by the
reduced mass but if electrons are correlated, this could
be orders of magnitude larger. Field shift originates from

di↵erent contact interactions between electrons and nu-
clei in isotopes. Putting these two leading contributions
together, the IS can be phenomenologically written as

⌫AA0

i = Ki µAA0 + Fi �hr2iAA0 + . . . , (2)

where the two terms represent MS and FS respec-
tively [16, 33]. We define µAA0 ⌘ m�1

A � m�1

A0 , where
mA and mA0 are the masses of isotopes A and A0.

The quantity �hr2iAA0 is dominated by the di↵erence
in the mean squared charge radii of the two nuclei but
can include other contact interactions. Both µAA0 and
�hr2iAA0 are purely nuclear quantities that do not de-
pend on the electronic transition i. Note, however, that
µAA0 is known with high precision, whereas �hr2iAA0 is
known only to a limited accuracy. The parameters Ki

and Fi are isotope-independent, transition-dependent co-
e�cients of the MS and FS, and their precise values are
unnecessary in the observable we construct. Each term
of Eq. (2) is a product of a purely nuclear quantity and a
purely electronic quantity, resulting in the factorization
of nuclear and electronic dependence. This is known as
LO factorization.

Given two electronic transitions, i = 1, 2, one can elim-
inate the uncertain �hr2iAA0 giving a relation between the
isotope shifts ⌫AA0

1

and ⌫AA0

2

. In terms of the modified
IS1, m⌫AA0

i ⌘ ⌫AA0

i /µAA0 , this relation is,

m⌫AA0

2

=K
21

+F
21

m⌫AA0

1

, (3)

with F
21

⌘ F
2

/F
1

, and K
21

⌘ K
2

� F
21

K
1

.
Equation (3) reveals a linear relation between m⌫

1

and
m⌫

2

, giving rise to a straight line in the so-called King
plot of m⌫

2

vs m⌫
1

[16]. It is important to stress that the
linearity of this equation holds regardless of the precise
values of the Ki and Fi electronic parameters. Testing
linearity necessitates at least three independent isotope
pairs in two transitions, which constitutes a purely data
driven test of LO factorization.

The formulae in our treatment of NP will be simplified
greatly by introducing a geometrical description of LO
factorization. As we will now explain, King linearity is
equivalent to coplanarity of vectors. For each transition
i, we can form a vector

�!m⌫i ⌘
⇣
m⌫

AA0
1

i , m⌫
AA0

2
i , m⌫

AA0
3

i

⌘
. (4)

The nuclear parameters of field and mass shift, µAA0 and

�hr2iAA0 can also be written as vectors �!mµ and
����!
m�hr2i

in the same space (notice that �!mµ ⌘ (1, 1, 1)) and hence
Eq. (2) becomes

�!m⌫i = Ki
�!mµ + Fi

����!
m�hr2i. (5)

1 Below we will adopt the notation of adding an m to “modi-
fied” (i.e. normalized by µAA0 ) quantities, such as m�hr2iAA0 ⌘
�hr2iAA0/µAA0 .



Ex.: Yb+ with Z=70, n=6 and A=168(4)-174(6).
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Yb+ ion-clock

Ytterbium: properties of free atoms
Ytterbium atoms have 70 electrons

and the shell structure (../periodicity/electron_shell_structure/) is  2.8.18.32.8.2.

The ground state electron configuration of ground state gaseous neutral
ytterbium is (../periodicity/electronic_configuration/)  [Xe].4f .6s  and the term
symbol (../periodicity/term_symbol/) is  S .

Atomic spectrum
 
A representation of the atomic spectrum of ytterbium.

Electronic configuration of neutral atomic ytterbium

The electronic configuration of ytterbium.
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The Kossel shell structure of ytterbium.

Ionisation Energies and electron affinity
The electron affinity (../periodicity/electron_affinity/) of ytterbium is 50 kJ mol . The
ionisation energies (../periodicity/ionisation_energy/) of ytterbium are given below.

Ionisation energies of ytterbium

Ionisation energy number Enthalpy / kJ mol

1st (../periodicity/ionisation_energy_1/) 603.4
2nd (../periodicity/ionisation_energy_2/) 1174.8
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4th (../periodicity/ionisation_energy_4/) 4203
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Precision mass measurements: 10-10



Partial solution, comparing different isotope shift, 
searching of nonlinearity in “King plot”

( µAA0 ⌘ 1/mA�1/mA0 = (A0�A)/(AA0) amu�1, where amu ⇡ 0.931GeV)

�⌫AA0

i ⌘ ⌫Ai � ⌫A
0

i = Ki µAA0 + Fi�hr2iAA0 ,

only depend on e-transition

only depend on nucleus

m�⌫2AA0 = F21m�⌫1AA0 +K21 ,

We can solve for �hr2iAA0
to get a linear relation:

King’s factorisation formula (King, 1963):

(with K21 ⌘ (K2 � F21K1) and F21 ⌘ F2/F1 and m�⌫iAA0 ⌘ �⌫iAA0/µAA0 .)
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Ex.: Yb+ with Z=70, n=6 and A=168(4)-174(6).
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Yb+ ion-clock

Ytterbium: properties of free atoms
Ytterbium atoms have 70 electrons

and the shell structure (../periodicity/electron_shell_structure/) is  2.8.18.32.8.2.

The ground state electron configuration of ground state gaseous neutral
ytterbium is (../periodicity/electronic_configuration/)  [Xe].4f .6s  and the term
symbol (../periodicity/term_symbol/) is  S .

Atomic spectrum
 
A representation of the atomic spectrum of ytterbium.

Electronic configuration of neutral atomic ytterbium

The electronic configuration of ytterbium.
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Ex.: Sr(+) with Z=38, n=5 and A=84-88 (90).
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 • Electron Configuration:1s2 2s2p6 3s2p6d10 4s2p6 5s2(1)  

 • Electrons per Energy Level: 2,8,18,8,2(1) 
 

http://environmentalchemistry.com/yogi/chemistry/dictionary/E02.html#Energy_Level


Ex.: Ca(+) with Z=20, n=4 and A=40-48.
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 • Electron Configuration:1s2 2s2p6 3s2p6 4s1 

 • Electrons per Energy Level: 2,8,8,2(1) 
 • 

http://environmentalchemistry.com/yogi/chemistry/dictionary/E02.html#Energy_Level


Ex.: Dy with Z=66, n=6 and A=158-164.
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  Number of Energy Levels: 6   
 First Energy Level: 2  
 Second Energy Level: 8  
 Third Energy Level: 18  
 Fourth Energy Level: 28  
 Fifth Energy Level: 8  
 Sixth Energy Level: 2


